25 Fun Things to Do at Home
Watch your favorite Youtuber

NOTES:

Have an indoor picnic
Create a new vision board
Make a playlist of positive songs
Take an online personality quiz
Practice art therapy
Try a new self-care activity
Throw a football
Make ice cream sundaes
Start a bullet journal
Create a daily routine
Reconnect with someone
Make a playlist of positive songs
Write a realistic bucket list
Create a list of super simple recipes to try
Learn a new skill on YouTube
Make popsicles
Draw with chalk on the sidewalk
Try a simple DIY project
Find a workout playlist
Make a new smoothie recipe
Make your own recipe book
Learn how to juggle
Make a gift wish list
Purchase a wellness printable
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WELCOME!
25 FUN THINGS TO DO AT HOME
This page is a must for those who want to stay productive doing something fun while
home. I love this printable because I often wonder where the week went outside of regular
commitments. Did I do something enjoyable? Did I try something new? I don't have to
wonder anymore. It reminds me that there's more to life than just work, work, work.
When you print out a physical copy, you have a visual reminder in front of you. You can
write on the paper directly or put it in a plastic sleeve and use a dry erase marker. Either
way you can feel the satisfaction of ticking another item off of the list. Hooray!
It can also indirectly nudge you to go out of your comfort zone and try something new.
I hope you enjoy it as much as I do!
Good luck with the list.
Best-

Karen
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Click here for a 10% off coupon to my shop or type this into your browser
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